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Outline for today

1 Diffusion without networks: the Bass model

2 Diffusion in networks: SIR and giant components

3 Experimental evidence on diffusion of adoption

4 Diffusion of microfinance
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1. Diffusion: examplesGriliches	(1957):	Hybrid	
Corn	Diffusion	

S-Shape, Spatial Pattern... • Hybrid corn diffusion (Grilliches, 1957).Kim	et	al.	2015		

No S-Shape • Free tickets for vitamin and chlorination tablets, Honduras (Kim et
al 2015).
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Diffusion
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• Diffusion of disease, idea, product, decision...
• Binary status: have/not have it.
• Evidence: S-shape, but not always.

• Bass model. Rate of spontaneous adoption p; rate of imitation q:

dF (t)

dt
= (p + qF (t))(1 − F (t)).

• Solution:

F (t) =
1 − e−(p+q)t

1 + qe−(p+q)t/p
.

• Gives S-shape if q > p: indicative of strong imitation.
• Tends to 1 in the limit.
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2. Diffusion in networks

• Society described by Poisson network with link probability p.

• Initially a random person is infected.

• An infected person interacts with each neighbor.

• Each person is immune with probability π.
• Variation of Reed-Frost model, Bailey (1975).

• Equivalent to Poisson random network on (1 − π)N nodes.

• Component structure reveals reach of diffusion.
• Probabilistic transmission can be embedded similarly.

• Question: how big is giant component in Poisson random networks?
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Size of giant component

• Let q be share of nodes in the giant component.
• Chance that a node is outside is chance that all its neighbors are

outside:
1 − q =

∑∞

d=0
(1 − q)dP(d).

• P(d) for Erdos-Renyi graph is approximately Poisson for small p

P(d) =
(n − 1)d

d!
pde−(n−1)p.

• Solve for q in

1 − q =
∑∞

d=0
(1 − q)d

(n − 1)d

d!
pde−(n−1)p.

• Using that ex =
∑∞

d=0 x
d/d! we need to solve

1 − q = e(n−1)p(1−q)e−(n−1)p = e−(n−1)pq.

• This yields
− log(1 − q)/q = (n − 1)p = E [d ].
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Solving for q

1-q 

∑ (1-q)d P(d) 

0 1 

1 

solution 

solution of q=0  
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Giant component and expected degree in Poisson networksGiant	Component	Size:	

																			-	log(1-q)	/	q		=	E[d]	
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• Giant component starts to emerge when E [d ] > 1.
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Giant component in example random networksPoisson	p=.01,	50	nodes,	E[d]=.5	Poisson	p=.03,	50	nodes,	E[d]=1.5	

.02 is the threshold for emergence of cycles and a giant component 

Poisson	p=.05,	50	nodes,	E[d]=2.5	

• Poisson networks on 50 nodes, p = .01, 0.3 or 0.5; E [d ] = 0.5, 1.5
or 2.5.
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Comparative statics

• How does giant component change when we change the network?
• Recall

1 − q =
∑∞

d=0
(1 − q)dP(d).

• Now change P(d).
• Note, (1 − q)d is decreasing and convex in d .
• First order stochastic dominance shift in P(d):

• Reduces RHS.
• Leads to higher q.

• Mean preserving spread in P(d):
• Increases RHS.
• Leads to lower q.

• Who gets infected?
• Probability that a node with degree d is in the giant component is

1 − (1 − q)d .
• More connected nodes more likely to get infected.
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Effects of FOSD and MPS on diffusion

1-q 
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Flu spread at Harvard (Christakis-Fowler 2010)

• Interviewed 319 randomly selected undergrads, asked them to name
up to 3 friends.

• Identified 425 friends: should have higher degree (P(d)d/E [d ]) and
higher infection rate.

• Result: “friends” infection significant 14.7 days earlier than random.
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3. Diffusion: experimental evidence

• Diffusion is like a peer effect—identification problems.

• Often use experiments to address these.

• Key design: create exogenous variation in share of informed peers
and measure its impact on take-up of the uninformed.

• Originates in Duflo-Saez (2003): “The Role of Information and
Social Interactions in Retirement Plan Decisions”.

• Are there peer effects in enrolling in retirement accounts?
• Intervention: offer $20 to randomly chosen employees of US

university for attending information fair.
• Randomly select two-thirds of departments (D = 1).
• In these departments make offer to random half of people (L = 1).

• Empirical specification for person i in department j

yij = α1 + µ1Lij + δ1Dj + εij

where yij is fair attendance or enrollment.
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Duflo and Saez results

(2) yij � �2 � �2Dj � �ij.

The estimates for �1 and �2 are reported on Panel A of Table
II for fair attendance, (column (1)), and TDA enrollment after 4.5
months (column (2)) and 11 months (column (3)). These estimates
correspond to the difference in fair attendance and TDA enroll-
ment between treated and untreated departments reported in
columns (1) and (4) of Table I, respectively. The regressions also
include fixed effects for the stratification triplet (see Section III),
as well as controls for background variables—gender, year of
service, age, and salary. All standard errors are corrected stan-
dard errors for clustering at the department level.14 Being in a
treated department increases the probability of attending the fair
by 16.6 percentage points. It also increases significantly the TDA

14. Adding the triplet dummies reduces the standard errors, by absorbing
some unexplained differences across departments of similar size and prefair TDA
enrollment rates. Baseline covariates are also included to improve the precision of
our estimates.

TABLE II
REDUCED-FORM ESTIMATES (OLS)

Dependent variable

Fair
attendance

(1)

TDA enrollment after

4.5 months
(2)

11 months
(3)

PANEL A: Average effect of department treatment
Treated 0.166 0.0093 0.0125
Department dummy D (.013) (.0043) (.0065)
Observations 6144 5587 4879

PANEL B: Effect of letter and department treatment
Letter dummy L 0.129 �0.0066 0.0005

(.0226) (.0061) (.0102)
Treated 0.102 0.0125 0.0123
Department dummy D (.0139) (.0054) (.0086)
Observations 6144 5587 4879

a. Dependent variables are individual fair participation (column (1)), TDA enrollment 4.5 months and 11
months after the fair (columns (2) and (3)).

b. Independent variable in Panel A is the department treatment dummy D.
c. Independent variables in Panel B are the individual letter dummy L and the department treatment

dummy D.
d. All regressions control for the triplet of the department, gender, year of service, age, and salary.
e. Standard errors (in parentheses) are corrected for clustering at the department level.
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• Fair attendance of untreated in treatment departments increases.
• Letter and being in a treated dept have same positive effect on

enrollment—not clear why.

• Lesson: causal evidence on spillovers.
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Evidence on mechanisms

• Variants of the same design can be used to identify mechanisms.
• Does diffusion take place along network links?
• Is take-up driven by imitation or learning?

• Cai, De Janry and Sadoulet (2015) explore these questions for the
adoption of a new weather insurance product in rural China.

• Basic design: give intense information about product to randomly
chosen villagers.

• Many details: simple vs intensive sessions; early vs late; default is
adoption or not; price variation.

• Authors collected social network data before the intervention.

• Indirect effect of share of informed friends:

Takeupij = τ1 · ShareInformedij + τ2 · NetSizeij + controls + +εij .

• Controlling for the number of friends, τ1 measures effect of a higher
share of informed friends on take-up.
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Results

VoL. 7 no. 2 91Cai et al.: SoCial NetworkS aNd the deCiSioN to iNSure

Table 2—Effect of Social Networks (General Measure) on Insurance Take-up

Variables Insurance Take-up (1 = Yes, 0 = No)

All 1st 
round  

(Simple1 & 
Intens1)

2nd round with no take-up information given 
(Simple2-NoInfo & Intens2-NoInfo)

All 1st round 
& 2nd round 
with no take-
up info given 
and no friends 

in Intens1

Sample:  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Intensive information session 
 (1 = yes, 0 = no)

0.141***
(0.0260)

0.0298
(0.0332)

0.0256
(0.0331)

0.0809**
(0.0397)

0.0936**
(0.0419)

0.140***
(0.0259)

Network invited to 1st round  
 simple session

 −0.108
(0.0933)

Network invited to 1st round 
 intensive session (NET)

0.291***
(0.0820)

0.278***
(0.0845)

0.444***
(0.109)

NET *intensive information  
 session 

−0.329**
(0.161)

Second round  
 (SEC, 1 = yes, 0 = no)

0.0318
(0.0362)

 SEC × intensive  
  information session

−0.0525
(0.0468)

number of friends invited to 1st round intensive session
 Equal to 1 (NETONE) 0.0970**

(0.0425)
 Equal to 2 (NETTWO) 0.177

(0.111)
 Greater than 2 (NETMORE) 0.137

(0.0916)
 NETONE × intensive  
  information session 

−0.0869
(0.0551)

 NETTWO × intensive  
  information session 

−0.0908
(0.193)

 NETMORE × intensive  
  Information Session 

−0.141
(0.174)

Observations 2,137 1,255 1,274 1,255 1,255 2,756

Administrative village  
 fixed effects

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Household characteristics Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes

r2 0.125 0.119 0.091 0.123 0.129 0.107

p-value of joint-significance: 
 Network invited to 1st round  
  simple session

0.0003*** 0.0000***

 Intensive information session       0.0718*    

notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the natural village level in parentheses. The subsample names (Simple1, 
Simple2-NoInfo, etc) as presented in Figure 1.1. Social network is measured by the fraction of the friends that a 
household listed who were assigned to a first round intensive session. Household characteristics controlled in some 
specifications include gender, age, education of household head, rice production area, risk aversion, and perceived 
probability of future disasters. A set of dummy variables indicating the number of friends and administrative village 
dummies are included in all estimations. 

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 ** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.

• Having an additional informed friend increases take-up by
29 × 0.2 = 5.8 pp or 42% of the direct information effect.

• Network effect is smaller for people who are given intensive
information (col 4).
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Learning vs imitation

• Similar regressions can be used to distinguish learning vs imitation.
• Learning: Farmers with more informed friends had a higher knowledge

score about the product.
• Lack of imitation: farmers with more friends who were “defaulted” to

take up the product did not have higher take-up rates.

• Lessons: Diffusion takes place along social links, is driven by
learning.
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4. Diffusion of microfinance

• Who are good diffusers of technology?
• Banerjee, Chandrasekhar, Duflo, Jackson (2013):

• Estimate simple model of learning: when have the info, pass it on
with some probability that also depends on whether you adopt.

• Leads to a notion of diffusion centrality which does predict who are
good “seeds”.

• Model:
• Set of initial people (seeds) informed about microfinance.
• Take up with probability p.
• Pass info with probability qN or qP depending on their take-up

decision.
• Allow p to depend on characteristics and share of friends who take up

log
p

1 − p
= β0 + β1 · X + λ · part

where part is share of informing friends who take up.

• Repeat process T periods. Previously informed cannot change their
minds.
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Estimation

• Simulated method of moments.
• Pick vector of parameters.
• Simulate diffusion and take-up decisions.
• Compute predicted moments for each parameter vector.
• Pick vector closest to moments in data (GMM specifies how to

weight them).
• Bootstrap standard errors.

• Here, estimate β0 and β1 from take-up of initially informed.

• Use simulation to estimate qN , qP , λ.
• Moments:

• Share of leaders who participate.
• Share of hholds w/o participating neighbors who participate.
• Share of participating hholds in neighborhood of participating leader.
• Share of participating hholds in neighborhood of non-participating

leader.
• Covariance of hhold participation and participating share of neighbors.
• Covariance of hhold participation and participating share of second

degree neighbors.
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Results and implications

• Estimates: qN = 0.05, qP = 0.35 when restrict λ = 0.
• Insignificant λ and similar probabilities when unrestricted.

• Lesson: diffusion among non-participants also important.

• Next use the model to predict who should be good seeds.

• Diffusion centrality, assuming all people pass w/ probability q:

DC (g, q,T ) =

[∑T

t=1
(qg)t

]
· 1.

• Compute for injection points.

• Better predictor of village diffusion than degree.
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Predicting diffusion

degree doesn’t predict take-up Diffusion centrality does

• Degree does not, diffusion centrality does predict microfinance
participation.
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